
The BHS Polishing Screen is the industry’s most effective and 
efficient separator of containers from paper. This highly versatile 
screen utilizes the  patented BHS compound, in-line Tri-Disc™ design 
that virtually eliminates plastic film wrap. This keeps your maintenance 
costs low and your material quality high. 

One pass, three fractions: The adjustable, three-section angled 
deck separates three fractions: mixed fiber, containers and fines. The 
result is an extremely clean container stream, resulting in maximum 
recovery of valuable containers and virtually no loss of fiber to residue. 

Performance tuning: Quick adjustments to the angles of the screen 
and fantail and to the speed of each section make the Polishing 
Screen the most versatile screen in the industry.

Creates container streams free of two-dimensional fiber

“Hammer Action” ensures even flat containers tumble down

Increased sorting efficiency reduces fiber loss to residue

HMI controllable angle adjustments for full screen and fantail 
allow for fast changes to meet processing requirements

Each deck can be independently adjusted for speed

What's next.

BHS
Polishing Screen
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The Difference is the Discs

BHS Polishing Screen
BHS Polishing Screen Conventional Disc Screen

Our patented discs deliver superior sorting efficiency, 
material quality and throughput rates compared to any 
other available screen.  The shape and configuration of our 
patented in-line Tri-Discs™  create precise openings and 
unique agitation for true sizing of material, instead of relying 
on an imprecise “scalping” action.  The BHS Polishing Screen 
is unmatched in its ability to increase recovery and boost 
the purity of commodities. In addition, the screen design 
virtually eliminates wrapping, resulting in maximum uptime, 
enhanced safety and extended screen efficiency.  

Two-piece disc design allows for 
easy replacement of individual 
discs without shaft or bearing 
removal, saving both time and 
money.


